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• 513 adults in Idaho households representing six 
geographic regions were surveyed between 
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Telephone calls, interviews, data collection and 
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Who should make the decisions about where new 
large energy facilities are built?
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Regional Breakdown:  Who should make the 
decisions about where new large energy facilities 
are built?
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Level of agreement that Idaho should allow the 
building of electrical plants that can sell their 
electricity on the open market.
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In general terms, has the state done a good job of 
managing Idaho’s energy resources?
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What would be Idaho’s best approach toward 
future energy resource planning?
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Level of importance for Idaho to have a state 
agency to advice elected officials and enforce 
energy policies.
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Who do you trust the most to advise the state 
legislature on energy policy?
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Who do you trust the least to advise the state 
legislature on energy policy?
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What is the single most important issue facing 
Idaho with regards to energy?
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Regional Breakdown:  What is the single most important 
issue facing Idaho with regards to energy?
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To meet Idaho’s electricity demand, which should 
be the highest priority?
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Regional Breakdown:  To meet Idaho’s electricity 
demand, which should be the highest priority?
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To increase the amount of conservation and 
efficiency for electricity, Idaho should…
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In setting conservation targets for utilities, Idaho 
should…
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Level of agreement that utilities should be able to 
charge higher rates during high demand periods to 
promote conservation.
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Belief that human activities are contributing to 
global warming.
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Of those that answered positively to human caused 
global warming, how should Idaho respond?
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Level of agreement in support of building nuclear 
electrical generation facilities for public 
consumption.
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Level of agreement that the legislature should 
allow the expansion of public transportation 
through voter approved local-option taxes.
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Level of agreement that Idaho encourage land use 
planning and policies that reduce the amount of 
driving required by Idahoans
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Price of gasoline before Idahoans would consider 
public transportation?
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To increase the level of renewable energy utilities 
provide, Idaho should…
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In setting targets for the amount of renewable 
energy utilities provide, Idaho should…
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Regional Breakdown:  In setting targets for the amount of 
renewable energy utilities provide, Idaho should…
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Should Idaho provide technical and financial 
assistance to municipalities to apply and enforce 
energy efficient building codes?
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Level of agreement that Idaho should continue to 
allow cities to opt out of building codes that set 
minimum efficiency standards.
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Level of agreement that Idaho should provide 
incentives for investment in non-traditional natural 
gas produced from feedstock and landfill waste.
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Level of agreement that Idaho should provide 
incentives to promote renewable electricity 
generation.
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Level of agreement that Idaho should establish 
uniform policies that encourage customers to 
generate their own renewable electricity.
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Level of importance that Idaho take action to help 
low-income residents pay for high heating bills.
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Level of importance for Idaho to reduce the waiting 
list for low-income residents to receive 
weatherization assistance for their home.
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Level of agreement that Idaho provide incentives 
for a shift towards alternative fuels for 
transportation.
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Level of agreement that incentives should be 
provided to support local production of ethanol and 
bio-diesel using Idaho grown crops.
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Level of agreement that Idaho should set a 
renewable fuel standard that requires a minimum 
level of renewable fuel to be sold at retail.
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Level of agreement that Idaho provide incentives to 
encourage the purchase of efficient, flexible and 
alternative fuel vehicles.
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Would you take advantage of financial incentives 
to reduce the energy usage of your home or 
business?
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How likely would you make an investment to make 
changes to your home or business if the incentive 
covered 20/ 40/ 60/ 80/ 100% of the cost?
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Approximately how far is your commute to work?
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Roughly how many miles per gallon does your 
vehicle get on average?
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